**Fares and Passes**

**One-Way-Fares**
- With a PRONTO card or mobile app, one-way fares are valid for unlimited transfers within fare zone.
- A-one way fare will be deducted each time a rider taps their card or enters their PRONTO mobile app. If multiple rides are taken in a single transaction, up to the value of a Day Pass (if applicable).
- The following fares may be purchased at any transit station.

**Service** | **Adult** | **Senior/Disablity/Medicaid (50%)** | **Youth (25%)**
--- | --- | --- | ---
MTS Trolley | $2.50 | $1.25 | $1.25
MTS Eco includes (Adult, senior, disability, and student) | $2.50 | $1.25 | $1.25
MTS Rapid Express (Adult, senior, disability, and student) | $4.75 | $2.38 | $2.38
**Special Services**
- Senior, Disabled, Medicaid (SDM) & Youth fares require valid identification when boarding.
- Cash one-way fares do not include transfers to any other MTS service. Display fare and do not contribute towards earning a Day Pass.
- Except fare is required on buses (no change given).

**Day and Months Passes**

- Weekly and monthly passes are available for unlimited transfers during that month.
- Monthly Passes are valid from the first day of the month through the last, and can be purchased in advance, or up to thirty days in advance of Day Passes. Month Passes in a calendar month.

- Key card offers allow for unlimited transfers during that month/day. Month Passes are valid from the first day of the month through the last, and can be purchased in advance, or up to thirty days in advance of Day Passes.

**Pass Type** | **Regional** | **Premium Regional** | **COAST**
--- | --- | --- | ---
**Valid On** | MTS Trolley | MTS Trolley | MTS Trolley
| | MTS Eco | MTS Eco | MTS Eco
| | MTS Rapid Express | MTS Rapid Express | MTS Rapid Express
**1-Day** | $6 | $12 | $12
**1-Day SDM + Youth** | $3 | $6 | $6
**Monthly Adult** | $72 | $72 | $72
**Monthly SDM + Youth** | $23 | $23 | $23

**Pay-as-you-go**

- Pay-as-you-go can be purchased through the PRONTO app and pay as you go. Includes the cost of a Day Pass (if applicable) in a calendar month.

**Loading Money to PRONTO**

- PRONTO cards can be loaded through the mobile app, online at the PRONTO website, at the MTS Transit Store, at ticket machines through participating retail outlets, or by phone at 211-300.

**PRONTO Mobile App**

- PRONTO Mobile app is available for download on Apple and Android phones. Riders will need to add a payment method (credit card or debit card) at the microchip card in the app.

**Reduced Fares**

- PRONTO cards will look the same. Reduced fare designations (Senior, Disabled, Medicaid, and Youth) are identified at the account level. Riders can have their PRONTO card or mobile account enrolled in a reduced fare category online at the PRONTO website. Riders with a reduced fare fare card must travel with proof of eligibility at all times. A PRONTO photo ID card is encouraged, but not required available at the MTS Transit Store. Approved IDs include: Government issued photo ID with birth date (senior), student school photo ID, Medicare card & Government issued ID (Government Issued ID), California Dependent ID & Government ID. In addition, it is not required for those who may have a government issued ID and identification, or a government issued ID and identification.

**Trolley Station Validator**

- The Trolley Station Validator locations on both sides of all Trolley stations. Before boarding a Trolley, tap your PRONTO card or see your mobile app. A隳 on the Trolley app. On the mobile app, a隳 on the Trolley will pop up and display your ticket. You may print your ticket to show valid fare. A隳 on the Trolley app. Before boarding a Trolley, tap your PRONTO card or see your mobile app. A隳 on the Trolley app. Before boarding a Trolley, tap your PRONTO card or see your mobile app. A隳 on the Trolley app. Before boarding a Trolley, tap your PRONTO card or see your mobile app. A隳 on the Trolley app.

**Cash**

- Cash is accepted on PRONTO ticket machines only.
- PRONTO ticket machines can distribute a maximum of $10 in change.
- Only cash one-way fares can be purchased on PRONTO ticket machines only.
- PRONTO ticket machines do not accept coins or tokens.
- PRONTO ticket machines do not accept coins or tokens.
- PRONTO ticket machines do not accept coins or tokens.
- PRONTO ticket machines do not accept coins or tokens.
- PRONTO ticket machines do not accept coins or tokens.
- PRONTO ticket machines do not accept coins or tokens.